
 

 

Christmas Trail Numeracy Assessment Pack 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

         Check the Skill - learners investigate the skill using physical resources. 

Test the Skill - learners use pictorial representations to investigate the skill. 

Make it Reasoning - learners further develop the skill through applying their numerical  
                                           reasoning skills.  
Suggestions for using the trail 
Purpose 

Whole-school Maths weeks, set up the trail for different  
      classes to visit throughout the week. 

Fun Christmas-themed maths activities in the classroom. 

Assessment opportunities 
Method 

Use activities with individual learners, groups or whole classes.  

Use as a complete station with children working through the activities from ‘Check the Skill’ to ‘Make  
      it Reasoning’. 

Separate the stations and use Check the Skill at the start of term to assess skill levels, Test the Skill as  
      an activity during the term and Make it Reasoning to assess the skill again at the end of term. 

Set up the activities for continuous provision or challenge areas. 

Develop self and peer assessment - children complete an activity independently then check their  
       answers with other learners, discussing and using evidence to convince where answers are different   
       before presenting the agreed answer.                

Christmas Countdown        
This gorgeous Christmas resource can be included in the Christmas assessment pack and is perfect for 
giving learners personalised messages, feedback and just general Christmas excitement whilst 
developing age-appropriate maths skills.  
The pack contains 25 questions for each class and blank cards to add your own questions.  Hide 
rewards or messages in the numbered doors of the truck and give out question cards as a reward or 
challenge daily.  
Can learners find their hidden message or reward by working out which door it is hidden behind?                                                     

 

 

 

 

 

For further information or a free, no 
obligation visit contact 

Rachel@CullyEducation.co.uk 
01495 687449 

Fits perfectly with the mastery 
approach, developing 

conceptual learning – making 
links across maths 
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